The properties of gas acoustic and ion acoustic modes are investigated in a collisional, weakly ionized plasma in the presence of unmagnetized ions and magnetized electrons. In such a plasma, an ion acoustic mode, driven by an electron flow along the magnetic field lines, can propagate almost at any angle with respect to the ambient field lines as long as the electrons are capable of participating in the perturbations by moving only along the field lines. Several effects, including the electron-ion collisions, the perturbations of the neutral gas, and the electromagnetic perturbations, are studied in the present work. The electron-ion collisions are shown to modify the previously obtained angle-dependent instability threshold for the driving electron flow. The inclusion of the neutral dynamics implies an additional neutral sound mode, which couples to the current driven ion acoustic mode, and these two modes can interchange their identities in certain parameter regimes. The electromagnetic effects, which in the present model imply a bending of the magnetic field lines, result in a further destabilization of an already unstable ion acoustic wave. The applicability of these results to the solar and/or space and laboratory plasmas is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multicomponent plasmas with three or more plasma and/or gas species as a rule include a plethora of effects that are normally absent in the simpler one-or two-fluid models. Particularly interesting are partially ionized plasmas containing neutral gas species, such as the terrestrial ionosphere, solar photosphere and chromosphere, molecular clouds, protoplanetary disks, neutron star envelopes, etc. Moreover, the number density and other plasma parameters in such weakly ionized plasmas may be spatially inhomogeneous, like, e.g., in the planetary ionospheres, solar atmosphere, and molecular clouds. This inhomogeneity, in principle, makes the collisions between plasma species and the neutrals spatially dependent. In addition, if such a weakly ionized plasma-gas mixture is placed in an external magnetic field, it may result in the unmagnetized ions, at least in a part of the domain ͑i.e., the ratio of the ion gyrofrequency ⍀ i to the ion total collision frequencies it is less than 1͒, and at the same time the electrons may remain magnetized. A nice example of such plasma-gas mixture is the solar atmosphere where, for protons, the ratio ⍀ i / it changes between ϳ10 −4 and 0.2 for the altitudes h = 0 km and h = 1000 km, respectively. In the lower layers of the solar atmosphere this ratio may in fact be even smaller because the ions are believed to arise from the ionization of metal atoms. At the same time, for electrons, the value of the ratio ⍀ e / et varies between ϳ10 −2 and 16. Another example of such weakly ionized plasma is the interstellar molecular clouds. For the number density varying between 10 10 and 10 18 m −3 , the electrons are highly magnetized whereas ions could be unmagnetized, particularly in the star forming regions, 1 i.e., when the neutral number density is in excess of 10 18 m −3 . Thus the behavior of waves in the partially ionized plasma will be affected below certain altitudes in the solar atmosphere or beyond a certain range of number density in the molecular clouds, since the unmagnetized ions and magnetized electrons in the presence of neutrals imply that only sound modes can propagate. In fact, such sound modes can propagate at almost any angle with respect to the magnetic field lines because the ion inertia is essential, while the magnetized electrons that provide the restoring force move mainly along the magnetic lines. [2] [3] [4] [5] In our recent works, [3] [4] [5] the excitation of the dust-acoustic ͑DA͒ and ion-acoustic ͑IA͒ modes by a parallel or perpendicular ͑with respect to the ambient magnetic field͒ flow of the light plasma species ͑electrons in the case of the IA mode and ions in the DA case͒ has been studied. The driving current instability is associated with the collisions and represents a purely fluid effect. In the IA case, the electron collisions are shown to be necessary for the instability to develop, while the ion collisions introduce an angle-dependent dip in the profile for the threshold value of the flow.
In the present study we investigate the behavior of an ion acoustic mode driven by an equilibrium electron flow along the magnetic field lines, in the presence of the ion-neutral, electron-neutral, and electron-ion collisions. Neutrals can also be perturbed due to various external reasons ͑a common situation in the lower solar atmosphere, the terrestrial atmo-sphere, the molecular clouds, etc.͒, or due to interaction with the perturbed plasma species ͑the instabilities in the plasma component of a plasma-gas mixture are numerous and are generally more easily excited͒. This introduces an additional ͑neutral͒ gas acoustic ͑GA͒ mode. Moreover, these two modes may interact and such effects are studied in the present work in both the electrostatic ͑ES͒ and electromagnetic ͑EM͒ regimes.
II. MODEL AND DISPERSION EQUATION
In a collisional, weakly ionized three-component plasma comprising electrons, ions, and neutrals, acoustic perturbations of the neutral gas component include the friction force due to collisions with the ions of the form −m n n n0 ni ͑v ជ n1 − v ជ i1 ͒. Here, and further in the text, we shall use the momentum conservation due to friction m ␣ n ␣0 ␣␤ = m ␤ n ␤0 ␤␣ . The friction due to collisions with the electrons can be omitted for obvious reasons. Using the neutral momentum and continuity equations, one finds that the perturbed velocity of neutrals is coupled to the perturbed ion velocity as
͑1͒
Equation ͑1͒ describes acoustic waves in the neutral gas which is coupled to the ions due to collisions. We have assumed small longitudinal perturbations of the form ϳexp͑−it + ik ជ · r ជ͒, propagating in an arbitrary direction r ជ, which makes an angle with the magnetic field lines B ជ 0 = B 0 e ជ z that are taken in the z direction. Here, n ϵ + i ni , v Tn 2 = b T n / m n , and v i1 is the perturbed ion velocity in the same r ជ direction.
The ion momentum equation is given by
The ions are not magnetized, in ⍀ i , and hence there is no Lorentz force term ͑ϳv ជ i ϫ B ជ ͒ in this equation. Note that for static neutrals the ratio of the Lorentz and friction forces is equal to the ratio ⍀ i / in 1. In addition, as m e / m i 1, the friction with electrons is negligible. Here, L ٌ 2 v ជ i is an effective viscosity term that accounts for the Landau damping. 6 The parameter L is chosen to quantitatively describe the well-known properties of the Landau effect. Taking note of the fact that the ratio between the attenuation length ␦ and the wavelength is independent both of the wavelength and the plasma density n, and dependent on the electron/ion temperature ratio = T e / T i in a prescribed way, 7 
and
Electron collisions with both neutrals and ions should be included in the momentum equation, which is of the form
The electrons are assumed to be magnetized, i.e., ⍀ e Ͼ ei + en . In this case, their perpendicular dynamics is negligible, [2] [3] [4] [5] and from Eq. ͑7͒ we take the parallel part ͑to the magnetic field͒ only. The same holds for the electron continuity, which yields
͑8͒
Here, 0 = − k z v 0 , e = ei + en , and the electron inertia terms are omitted implying a Doppler-shifted wave frequency below the electron collision frequency, and a Doppler-shifted wave phase velocity below the electron thermal speed. We have assumed a constant equilibrium electron flow v ជ 0 = v 0 e ជ z along the magnetic lines. Such a flow may be driven by external conditions, e.g., by an electric field E 0 yielding, in the general case,
In a weakly ionized plasma these two velocities become 8 v i0 Ϸ eE 0 / ͑m i in ͒ and v e0 Ϸ −eE 0 / ͑m e en ͒, respectively. The velocity of the ions is usually much smaller and can be omit-ted, or the equations could be conveniently written in the ion reference frame. In Eq. ͑8͒, we have expressed the ion and neutral velocity components in the z direction by v j1z = v j1 cos = v j1 k z / k. Further, in Eq. ͑8͒ we use Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑5͒, and then assuming quasineutrality, we equate the resulting equation with Eq. ͑6͒. This finally yields the following dispersion equation:
͑11͒
In the following sections we shall analyze the dispersion relation ͑11͒ in various limits.
III. THE EFFECT OF THE ION-ELECTRON COLLISIONS ON THE ANGLE-DEPENDENT INSTABILITY THRESHOLD
We discus first the case of perturbations in the plasma species only, i.e., by assuming the case of static neutrals. In view of the momentum conservation, this may be assumed for very weakly ionized plasmas in which n i0 n n0 and/or plasmas with a heavy mass of the neutral particles/atoms/ molecules in comparison with the ion mass. Setting = r + i i into Eq. ͑11͒, we find a modified ion sound mode 4, 5 that is unstable provided that
͑12͒
In the limit of a negligible ei , this yields the threshold obtained in Ref.
Due to the ion dissipative terms, the profile of the threshold has an angle-dependent minimum. As explained in detail in Ref. 5 , the instability appears due to the phase difference between the electron and ion perturbations, which is such that the electron density perturbations advance the ion density perturbations and they both grow. Equation ͑12͒ can conveniently be written in dimensionless form as Eq. ͑4͒. For larger values of , the second and third terms in Eq. ͑13͒ are reduced, the latter implying that the minimum in the threshold velocity profile reduces. This behavior is presented in Figs. 1 and 2 , for a hydrogen plasma in a neutral hydrogen gas. Here, = 1, and from Refs. 9 and 10 it follows that en = 2.5ϫ 10 −19 m 2 , in = 9.24ϫ 10 −19 m 2 at the temperature of 1 eV, and we have chosen en = 30. For these parameters d Ӎ 0.4 and in = 2.6. The electron-ion collisions drastically reduce the velocity threshold at a small angle of propagation ͑i.e., for k z / k close to 1͒.
We stress that here, the limit ϳ 1 still implies a much larger neutral number density and the neutral hydrogen gas can be assumed as a static nonmoving background. This is due to the much larger collision cross section for Coulomb collisions. The parameter can be conveniently expressed as 
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where X ϵ n i0 / n n0 is the fractional ionization and T 6000 is written in the units of 6000 K. In the lower solar chromosphere at the altitude of about 1000 km, the neutral hydrogen and electron number densities are, 11 respectively, n n0 = 3.15 ϫ 10 19 m −3 and n e0 =10 17 m −3 , and thus, X ϳ 10 −3 . Thus, the instability threshold corresponding to the lower chromosphere will be near = 1. Note that at the same time, for a magnetic field of 0.1 T, the protons still remain unmagnetized ⍀ i / it Ӎ 0.2, while the electrons are magnetized ⍀ e / et Ӎ 16.
In the star forming molecular cloud regions T = 10-100 K, and the above ratio ͑14͒ will become Ӎ 6 ϫ 10 6 XT 10 −2 . The ionization fraction is very low in the dense region of the molecular clouds, typically X ϳ 10 −8 −10 −10 . Note that this is the region where ions are also unmagnetized ͑⍀ i / it 1͒. This raises the possibility of applying this instability to the star forming, dense molecular cloud regions in the interstellar medium. However, the assumption about the stationary neutral background is not always applicable and thus in the following sections we shall relax this constraint.
IV. THE DYNAMICS OF NEUTRALS AND THE ANGLE-DEPENDENT FREQUENCIES
When the neutral gas is perturbed or when the perturbations in the ionized component induce ͑due to the friction͒ perturbations of the neutral background, the full dispersion equation ͑11͒ needs to be solved. In dimensionless form it becomes 2 
ͬͮ. ͑15͒
All frequencies are normalized to kc s , and we have introduced new parameters n = T e / T n , n = m i / m n . The number of parameters can be reduced by using as before in = en b / ͑͒ 1/2 , and from the momentum conservation in the friction force terms here we have
As is clear from Eq. ͑14͒, for given temperatures, the parameter is dependent of the fractional ionization X because
Here, L ei = log͓12 0 ͑ 0 / n e0 ͒ 1/2 ͑ b T e ͒ 3/2 / e 3 ͔ is the Coulomb logarithm.
As a demonstration, Eq. ͑11͒ is solved for the parameters =4, n =4, = 1838, n =1, en = 30, and V = 30. We have taken n e0 = n i0 =6ϫ 10 16 m −3 and n n0 =10 19 m −3 , which yields X = 0.006 and = 0.916. The results are presented in Fig. 3 , with the remarkable angle-dependent behavior of the IA mode. The neutral acoustic mode has nearly a constant frequency n Ӎ 0.5 and a very small decrement Ӎ−0.005. The real and imaginary parts of the ion acoustic mode frequency change in the presence of electron-ion collisions , although the ionization is relatively small. Note that the assumed value of en = 30 in principle fixes the wavelength of fluctuations. For example, assuming T = 5000 K, one has c s = 6.4 km/ s and en / ͑kc s ͒ = 30 implies a wavelength of 0.7 m.
V. WAVE SPECTRUM IN TERMS OF v 0 AND k
The dispersion equation ͑11͒ is solved in terms of the driving velocity v 0 for fixed values k =20 m −1 and k z = 0.05k, and for the following plasma parameters that may be taken as typical for some laboratory plasmas and for the lower solar atmosphere: T e = T i = T n Ӎ 5000 K, n e0 = n i0 =8 ϫ 10 16 m −3 , n n0 =3ϫ 10 20 m −3 , thus X = 2.6ϫ 10 −4 . This further yields 9,10 in = 3.5ϫ 10 6 Hz, en =3ϫ 10 7 Hz, and ei = 3.8ϫ 10 6 Hz. For a magnetic field B 0 = 0.01 T this yields unmagnetized ions and magnetized electrons, viz. ⍀ i / it = 0.27, while ⍀ e / et = 53.4. For these parameters, the plasma ␤ is 1.3ϫ 10 −4 Ͻ m e / m i = 5.4ϫ 10 −4 , implying we are in the proper electrostatic limit. The neutral sound frequency is kv Tn Ӎ 129 kHz and the ion sound frequency is kv s Ӎ 182 kHz. However, in reality for these parameters the IA mode without a source like the electron flow will be completely destroyed by collisions, while the GA mode will exist with the complex frequency Ӎ 129ϫ 10 3 − i3 ϫ 10 2 Hz. In the presence of the flow, the two modes exist and this situation is seen in Fig. 4 
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smaller propagation angle, e.g., for k z = 0.25k, yielding a very similar mode behavior, with the graph shifted for about 150 km/ s towards the higher values of v 0 . For the same plasma parameters and for large wavelengths that may be of interest for the application in the space plasmas, e.g., setting k = 0.002 m −1 ͑ = 3.14 km͒, the instability threshold becomes very low. Here, the nominal values of the IA and GA frequencies are 18.2 and 12.9 Hz, respectively. In Fig. 6 , the IA frequency and increment/ decrement are presented in terms of v 0 for two angles of propagation, viz. k z = 0.25k and k z = 0.05k. When k z = 0.25k, the IA mode becomes unstable already for v 0 Ӎ 4c s ͑see the corresponding dashed line͒. In the other case, when k z = 0.05k, both the frequency and the increment/decrement are lower and the instability takes place for v 0 Ͼ 20c s . On the other hand, the response of the neutral gas is negligible because ͑e.g., for k z = 0.25k͒, for the given range of v 0 the GA frequency changes between 0.006 and 0.06 Hz, while the corresponding decrement is in the range −0.18 and −0.02 Hz. For the given wavelengths the collisions with the ions completely destroy the GA mode. This is checked by reducing the collision frequency by hand, yielding in the end the above given nominal value of 12.9 Hz.
In Fig. 7 , the IA and GA frequencies are given in terms of k in the presence of the driving velocity v 0 =30c s . The two dotted lines are the mode frequencies in the ideal case without coupling and without the flow, kv s ͑upper dotted line͒ and kv Tn ͑lower dotted line͒. For the given electron velocity, the IA mode is unstable ͑see Fig. 8͒ in the given range of k and, in accordance with Fig. 4 , for short wavelengths the plasma fluid oscillates, in fact, at the neutral gas frequency.
VI. ELECTROMAGNETIC PERTURBATIONS
Assume now that the magnetic lines are perturbed. Typically this is due to the difference in the parallel motion of electrons and ions, which implies a perturbed parallel current and a perturbed perpendicular magnetic component according to the Ampère law. In the case of magnetized ions that 
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Gas acoustic and ion acoustic waves… Phys. Plasmas 14, 032106 ͑2007͒ are tied to the magnetic field lines, such perturbations propagate along the field lines at the Alfvén speed. However, this is not the situation in the present model. For the electromagnetic perturbations, the dynamics of neutrals is unchanged. The small perturbations of the magnetic field do not change the ion magnetization and thus the Lorentz force in the ion momentum equation can still be omitted. For not so small plasma ␤, assuming only perpendicular bending of the magnetic field lines, we express the perturbations of the EM field in terms of potentials 
This results in the modified Eq. ͑6͒,
The electron perpendicular velocity is calculated from ͑7͒, which now comprises an additional term, en e e ជ z ‫ץ‬ A z1 / ‫ץ‬t, yielding
͑20͒
In the electrostatic limit, Eq. ͑20͒ becomes identical to the previously derived Eq. ͑11͒. In the electromagnetic collisionless case without the electron flow and Landau damping, Eqs. ͑19͒ and ͑20͒ yield
Here, we have the GA mode uncoupled with the IA mode, which is modified due to the electromagnetic effects yielding
Hence, in the absence of Alfvén waves ͑unmagnetized ions͒, the parallel propagation ͑k z = k͒ yields an ordinary ion sound mode. For any other angle of propagation ͑except for k z → 0͒ the ion sound mode is electromagnetically modified and becomes dispersive. The collisions couple the two modes and the full dispersion equation is given by 
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In order to compare the ES and EM cases, we use the same set of parameters as in the previous case in Figs. 4 and 5 . This is only for the sake of comparison because, in principle, the EM effects imply a higher plasma ␤. The most visible difference is in the graph of the IA mode increment, which is now much higher for the velocity v 0 above a certain critical value. This is presented by the line labeled a in Fig. 5 . Physically, here we have the bending of the magnetic lines representing an additional obstacle for the electron motion in the z direction and, as a result, the mode is more unstable. Other effects related to the bending are predictable and will not be discussed in detail.
VII. SUMMARY
The propagation of the ion acoustic mode in a partially ionized plasma, described in the present paper, represents a further development of the theory presented in Refs. 2-5. In particular, here we have included ͑i͒ the effects of the electron-ion collisions, ͑ii͒ the dynamics of the neutrals, and ͑iii͒ the electromagnetic effects. The inclusion of the effect of electron-ion collisions implies applicability of the model to partially ionized plasmas with a somewhat higher ionization ratio n i0 / n n0 . A typical example of such plasma is the upper solar photosphere and lower chromosphere. Plasmas of the same type are also frequently found in the laboratory environment, like in plasmas produced by the electroncyclotron resonance, [12] [13] [14] where the ionization fraction is maximum at the centrum of the cylindric plasma column and decreases in the radial direction. Note that due to the larger collision cross section, in the range of temperatures used here, an ion contributes to the electron collisions roughly speaking as much as ϳ10 3 neutral atoms, 15 and the Coulomb collisions may become dominant even for plasmas that are only weakly ionized. In the lower solar atmosphere, the ionization is altitude dependent and the effects found here are directly applicable for any local mode analysis. The recently discovered 4, 5 angle-dependent dip in the instability threshold ͑i.e., in the graph of the driving parallel electron velocity͒, which appears due to ion-neutral collisions, is shown here to be considerably reduced in the presence of electron-ion collisions. This is seen in Fig. 1 .
In the presence of plasma perturbations, the higher fractional ionization discussed above may involve the dynamics of neutrals due to the friction effects, as emphasized by point ͑ii͒ above. This is because in such a case, the neutral gas is not necessarily so heavy and may participate in the plasma perturbations. On the other hand, in space plasmas the perturbations of the neutral gas may develop independently due to various external reasons and then involve motion ͑pertur-bation͒ in the plasma component. In either case, the collisions play a crucial role. Various aspects of the neutral dynamics are presented in Secs. IV-VI and in Figs. 3-5, 7 , and 8. We stress here the graph in Fig. 5 , where the flow-driven IA mode has a conspicuous maximum in the increment in the domain of the avoided crossing of the two ͑gas acoustic and electron-flow-driven ion acoustic͒ modes.
The electromagnetic effects ͑point iii͒ may play a role even for the case of unmagnetized ions studied here. We have focused on the perpendicular perturbations only ͑bend-ing of the magnetic lines͒ because it is energetically more favorable and is essentially a small-plasma-␤ effect. The magnetic field is perturbed due to the perturbed parallel current ͑i.e., the difference between the electron and ion parallel motion͒ and in the collisionless case yields only a modification of the IA mode. Physically, the bending of the magnetic field lines implies an additional obstacle for electrons and results in their less efficient motion in the z direction, which increases the instability of the IA mode.
We stress that the hot ion effects ͑Landau damping͒ are included by an effective fluid viscosity term, suggested long ago in Ref. 6 by D'Angelo et al. This fluid description is shown to be capable of capturing the essential features of purely kinetic effects. 5 The result of this work will be used in a forthcoming work dealing with the analysis of the Alfvén waves, with the particular application to the solar photosphere where the driving force is believed to come from the widespread convective motion of the neutral gas.
